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Tiny biomolecular tweezers facilitate study of 
mechanical force effects on cells and proteins

Georgia Institute of Technology — March 6, 2014

A new type of biomolecular tweezers could help researchers study how mechanical forces aff ect the biochemical activity 

of cells and proteins. Th e devices — too small to see without a microscope — use opposing magnetic and electrophoretic 

forces to precisely stretch the cells and molecules, holding them in position so that the activity of receptors and other 

biochemical activity can be studied.

Arrays of the tweezers could be combined to study multiple molecules and cells simultaneously, providing a high-

throughput capability for assessing the eff ects of mechanical forces on a broad scale. Details of the devices, which were 

developed by researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology and Emory University in Atlanta, were published February 

19, 2014, in the journal Technology.

“Our lab has been very interested in mechanical-chemical  switches in the extracellular matrix, but we currently have 

a diffi  cult time interrogating these mechanisms and discovering how they work in vivo,” said Th omas Barker, an associate 

professor in the Wallace H. Coulter, Department of Biomedical Engineering at Georgia Tech and Emory University. “Th is 

device could help biologists and biomedical engineers answer questions that cannot be answered right now.”

For example, a cell that’s binding the extracellular matrix may bind with one receptor while the matrix is being stretched, 

and a diff erent receptor when it’s not under stress. Th ose binding diff erences could drive changes in cell phenotype and 

aff ect processes such as cell diff erentiation. But they are now diffi  cult to study.

“Having a device like this will allow us to interrogate what the specifi c binding sites are and what the specifi c binding 

triggers are,” Barker explained. “Right now, we know very little about this area when it comes to protein biochemistry.”

Scientists have been able to study how single cells or proteins are aff ected by mechanical forces, but their activity can 

vary considerably from cell-to-cell and among molecules. Th e new tweezers, which are built using nanolithography, can 
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facilitate studying thousands or more cells and proteins in aggregate. Th e researchers are currently testing prototype 15 by 

15 arrays which they believe could be scaled up.

“For me, it’s not suffi  cient to pull and hold onto a single protein,” said Barker. “I have to pull and hold onto tens of 

thousands of proteins to really use the technologies we have to develop molecular probes.”

At the center of the tweezers are 2.8-micron polystyrene microbeads that contain superparamagnetic nanoparticles. 

Th e tiny beads are engineered to adhere to a sample being studied. Th at sample is attached to a bead on one side, and to a 

magnetic pad on the other. Th e magnet draws the bead toward it, while an electrophoretic force created by current fl owing 

through a gold wiring pattern pushes the bead away.

“Th e device simultaneously pushes and pulls on the same particle,” Barker explained. “Th is allows us to hold the sample 

at a very specifi c position above the magnet.”

Because the forces can be varied, the tweezers can be used to study structures of widely diff erent size scales, from protein 

molecules to cells — a size diff erence of approximately a thousand times, noted Wilbur Lam, an assistant professor in the 

Coulter Department. Absolute forces in the nano-Newton range applied by the two sources overcome the much smaller 
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eff ects of Brownian motion and thermal energy, allowing the tweezers to hold the cells or molecules without constant 

adjustment.

“We are basically leveraging microchip technology that has been developed by electrical and mechanical engineers,” 

Lam noted. “We are able to leverage these very tiny features that enable us to create a very sharp electrical fi eld on one end 

against an opposing short magnetic fi eld. Because there are two ways of controlling it, we have tight resolution and can 

get to many diff erent scales.”

As a proof of principle for the system, the researchers demonstrated its ability to distinguish between antigen binding to 

loaded magnetic beads coated with diff erent antibodies. When a suffi  cient upward force is applied, non-specifi c antibody 

coated beads are displaced from the antigen-coated device surface, while beads coated with the specifi c antibody are more 

strongly attracted to the surface and retained on it.

Barker and Lam began working together on the tweezers three years ago when they realized they had similar interests 

in studying the eff ects of mechanical action on diff erent biological systems. 

“We shouldn’t be surprised that biology can be dictated by physical parameters,” Lam explained. “Everything has to 

obey the laws of physics, and mechanics gets to the heart of that.”

Lam’s interest is at the cellular scale, specifi cally in blood cells.

“Blood cells also respond diff erently, biologically, when you squeeze them and when you stretch them,” he said. “For 

instance, we have learned that mechanics has a lot to do with atherosclerosis, but the systems we currently have for studying 

this mechanism can only look at single-cell events. If you can look at many cells at once, you get a much better statistical 

view of what’s happening.”

Conceptual design of MAP-nDEP tweezers. a) Schematic of chip layout: Circular magnetic nickel pads (blue) were 

fl anked by interdigitated gold electrodes (red). b) Paramagnetic beads were introduced to chip surface by micro-

fl uidics and loaded onto the magnetic pads by magnetic manipulation, facilitating the formation of bead-surface 

tethers via antibody-antigen interactions. c) Interactions probed by application of suffi  cient nDEP force to displace 

non-specifi cally bound beads, but not specifi cally bound beads. d) Microfabrication process. 
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Barker’s interests, however, are at the molecular level. 

“We are primarily interested in evolving antibodies that are capable of distinguishing diff erent force-medicated confor-

mations of proteins,” he explained. “We have a specifi c protein that we are interested in, but this technique could be applied 

to any proteins that are suspected to have these force-activated changes in their biochemical activity.”

While the tweezers solve the specifi c experimental needs of Lam and Barker, the researchers hope to fi nd other applications. 

Th e tweezers were developed in collaboration with graduate student Lizhi Cao and post-doctoral fellow Zhengchun Peng.

“Because of the scale we are able to examine — both molecular and cellular — I think this will have a lot of applications 

both in protein molecular engineering and biotechnology,” Lam said. “Th is could be a useful way for people to screen 

relevant molecules because there currently aren’t good ways to do that.”

Beyond biological systems, the device could be used in materials development, microelectronics and even sensing. 

“Th is ability to detect discrete binding and unbinding events between molecular species is of high interest right now,” 

Barker added. “Biosensor applications come out of this naturally.”

Corresponding author for this study in TECHNOLOGY is Th omas Barker, thomas.barker@bme.gatech.edu
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